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Abstract 
Emotion is a large part of  the experience when playing video-games, and sound design can 
strongly influence the emotional response in players. This study is about the effect reverb, 
which is part of  the sound design, can have on a players perceived emotion. An experiment 
was conducted, where twenty subjects got to play a video-game level which included two 
churches. These were identical both visually and audibly, except for the frequency content in 
the reverb in each church. Results show that the subjects perceived different emotions 
depending on what reverb they heard. 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Introduction 

Emotion is a large part of  the gameplay experience in computer games. When talking 

about emotions, there’s a difference between perceived and induced (Gabrielsson, 2002). 

Perceived means we recognize and acknowledge the emotion, but does not mean that we’re 

affected by it. Induced means that we are affected by the recognized emotion. Grimshaw, 

Lindley, & Nacke. (2008, p. 2) says that : “Emotions are a central part of  the game experience, 

motivating the conscious cognitive judgments and decisions made during gameplay.” Sound is 

an important pillar in games, alongside the visuals. With sound design, we can strongly 

influence the emotional response in players. (Rogers & Weber, 2016).  

Sound design in games include parts such as foley, dialogue, ambience, and 

environmental sounds. These different elements are then usually mixed together with a 

reverb. The sound of  the reverb contributes a lot to the overall character of  the environment, 

which helps create the illusion that the virtual world has acoustic properties. According to 

Västfjäll, Larsson, & Kleiner, (2002, p. 20) for each kind of  sound, “To achieve realistic 

rendering, the sound source must be modeled in terms of  physical characteristics of  the 

object as well as the environment surrounding the object.” The sound source in this case, and 

the focus of  this study, would be diegetic sounds, and the environment is the reverberation of  

the acoustical space that the diegetic sound originated in. A diegetic sound is a sound that the 

characters in the game can hear, and is belonging to the virtual environment in which it 

originated. A non-diegetic sound is a sound that only the players can hear, but not the 

characters in the video game. Because diegetic sounds originate from the virtual environment 

of  the game, their reverb, their acoustical position in the game, is important. Because of  the 

importance of  the reverb, it could convey more than just acoustic information. 

Aside from providing realism, some prior research suggests that reverb can convey 

emotions as well. For example, different kinds of  reverbs convey different emotions. Mo, Wu, 

& Horner (2015) researched the effect two different hall reverbs had on perceived emotions 

when listening to different musical instruments. Their findings suggest that the back of  a large 

hall reverb has a significant effect on the emotions mysterious and romantic, and a medium 

effect on sad, scary and heroic, while the front of  a small hall had a mild effect on happy. 
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Background 

Reverbs importance in games 
Inside a DAW, a reverb is a versatile tool in a sound designer’s arsenal. Inside a game, it 

can be used to simulate the acoustical space that the player is currently in. This is an 

important piece of  a game’s soundscape. For example, if  a player is in a large church, a long, 

large reverb would help sell the impression that it indeed is a church. For the opposite, having 

no reverb in the in game environment, when a corresponding natural environment would be 

reverberant, would sound weird and could be immersion breaking. We can all relate to how 

our, for example, footsteps sound like when they are propagating in a large space. Now 

imagine that while you’re walking through that large space, your footstep instead sound like 

you’re walking around in your bathroom at home. It would sound uncanny and non-realistic. 

This can happen in games. 

Given the technical level of  games today, players expect a certain level of  realism from 

games. Cunningham, Grout, & Hebblewhite, (2006) says that “Particularly, because gamers 

now expect realistic audio samples to be used in games, and critically, the use of  such sounds 

will make the audio world more immersive and thus, effective.“  Immersion is something 

game developers strive to achieve in their games, and having realistic audio in the game is one 

piece of  the puzzle. Having realistic, or believable, acoustical spaces is also an integral part of  

this. To achieve realism in a virtual environment, both the sound source has to be modeled in 

terms of  the physical characteristics of  the object producing the sound, as well as the 

environment that surrounds the object. (Västfjäll et al., 2002)  

Emotions are another part of  creating immersion. Grimshaw et al.(2008) conducted an 

experiment to investigate links between emotion and immersion in games where they 

measured arousal and valence, and then had the intention to map that data to the players felt 

immersion. Arousal depicts the level on which an emotion is felt, and valence how pleasant or 

unpleasant that emotion is. They summarize that ”For example, depression may be 

represented by low valence and low arousal, while joy may be represented by high valence 

and high arousal.” (Grimshaw et al., 2008, p. 2) However, the results of  their study were 

inconclusive. It was very difficult to measure an emotional response in the subjects, and even 

more so connecting it to their felt immersion. 

This study takes a different approach. The focus of  this study is perceived emotion, 

rather than induced. Also, this study doesn't take gameplay into consideration, only if  
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emotion can be perceived in the sound design and if, and how, it in turn can add to the 

emotional content in games. In particular, this study will investigate perceived emotion in 

reverb. While foley can differ differ drastically between games, depending on the theme, a lot 

of  games use reverb, regardless of  genre, theme, or style. As a tool for adding emotion to 

games, reverb holds promise. 

Connections between reverb and emotion in games 
As of  writing this there has been no significant research conducted regarding the 

relation between reverb and perceived emotions in a video-game. However, there has been 

research done on musical stimuli, from single instruments to musical excerpts, and its relation 

to emotions. There has also been research done on reverbs effect on musical instruments, as 

well as musical excerpts. Certain sound effects in a game can be considered as musical, as 

they can contain tonal qualities. Collins (2013, p. 3), says that “...it can sometimes be difficult 

to make a distinction between music and sound effects in games.” She gives some examples, 

including Super Mario Bros’ iconic “bwoop” sound when Mario jumps, which indeed has a 

tonal and somewhat musical quality. Nintendo has even taken it one step further in the latest 

installment of  their Mario games, Super Mario Odyssey, where certain sound effects 

harmonize with the soundtrack playing at any given moment. For example, when 

transforming to a ball of  electricity and traveling along a power line, there’s an arpeggio of  

tones playing, harmonizing to the present chord in the soundtrack. This, somewhat hard to 

define, line between sound effects and music raises the question of  which sounds should be 

considered to originate in the virtual environment, and then also be heard in the reverb. 

However, even sound effects without much of  a tonal quality can change the perceived 

emotions in a video game. Hammarström (2015) tested whether the foley itself  may be 

perceived as conveying emotional content. His research tested changing the footsteps between 

two similarly looking rooms. Results showed foley can convey different emotions, even though 

the rest of  the sound design was identical. The tested footsteps sounded alike, but the 

difference instead was in the performance that was recorded. The emotion might therefore 

have been expressed in the gait of  the footsteps. 
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Acoustic Spaces 
As one of  the goals with a reverb in a virtual environment is to increase the realism, a 

factor to consider is the visuals of  said environment. Longer reverb times than the subjects 

expected from the visuals of  a virtual environment, increased their feeling of  unpleasantness. 

(Västfjäll et al, 2002) Making the player feel unpleasant might be what the sound designer 

intends for a particular environment. For example, there might be a nightmare sequence in a 

game, and having a long, unrealistic reverb could then strengthen the unpleasant feeling. 

Striving for realism, using a convolution reverb might be preferred. They use impulse 

responses, sound files that represent how a sound would propagate in a physical, acoustical 

space, as their foundation. There are impulse response recordings of  everything from 

cathedrals to car interiors, making the ability for a realistic reverb a fairly simple task. The 

algorithmic reverb included in game engines, as the one in Unreal, can provide realistic 

results as well, even if  the possibilities for controlling the parameters of  the reverb are few. 

Middleware such as FMOD (2019) is often used to implement sound, and reverb, in games. 

This enables designers to use convolution reverb, as well as parametric reverbs with greater 

control than in a game engine, among many other things.  

Sound, emotion and reverb 
Based on earlier conducted research, different kinds of  reverbs convey different 

emotions. Mo et al. (2015) researched the effect two different hall reverbs had on perceived 

emotions when listening to different musical instruments. One had a long reverb time of  two 

seconds, while the other had a short reverb time of  one second. Listening position, front and 

back of  the hall, was regulated with the amount of  reverb in relation to the dry sound. Their 

findings suggest that the back of  a large hall reverb has a significant effect on the emotions 

mysterious and romantic, and a medium effect on sad, scary and heroic, while the front of  a 

small hall had a mild effect on happy. As mentioned earlier, Västfjäll et al. (2002) study 

concludes that higher reverberation time than the subjects expected from the visuals resulted 

in an unpleasant feeling among the participants, while medium and low reverberation times 

felt more pleasant. 

Kamlund (2017) conducted a study to see if  bandpass filtering could alter the perceived 

emotional content in wind sound effects. He let participants listen to bandpass filtered white 

noise, sounds with more low frequency content appear to be scarier than those with more 

high frequency content. However, not all the results from the study were statistically 
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significant. Hammarström (2015) also tested, aside from the footsteps, two different 

ambiences. Using wind sounds from a library, he filtered them based on his own judgement. 

One sound was set as a “sad” wind, and the other as “happy” wind. The sad wind had its 

focus on lower frequencies, ranging between 20 Hz and 1000 Hz. The happy wind had its 

focus on higher frequencies, ranging between 200 Hz and 15000 Hz. The ambiences were 

then placed in two similarly looking game levels, representing forest valleys, with one 

ambience in each valley. Aside from the wind ambiences, nothing else in the sound design was 

changed between the two valleys. The participants felt that the “sad” wind did indeed feel 

more negative. They described the sound design in the valley with the “sad” wind ambience 

as “gloomy”, “darker”, and “more threatening”, while they described the valley with “happy” 

wind ambience as “peaceful” and “calm”. This could apply to the frequent content of  a 

reverb, as reverb is the propagation of  sounds in a, in our case, virtual environment. While 

reverb can have a contributing factor in how a player might perceive sounds and the emotion 

the sound designer intended, previous research suggests that the actual sound, not its 

reverberation, is more likely to be the main carrier of  emotion. An example could be an 

angry scream. Because of  the performance and intent of  the sound, it will always be 

perceived as angry, even if  the environment around the scream isn’t perceived as such. 

However, this experiment will see if  this holds true. 

Summary 
Emotions play a big role in video-games, and through sound-design we can strongly 

influence the emotional response in players. One way to alter the perceived emotion, as 

shown by Hammarström (2015), is to change the frequency content in a sound. Reverb is part 

of  a games sound design, and previous research suggests that reverb can change the perceived 

emotion in listeners. As reverb is the propagation of  sound in an acoustical space, and thus in 

a way becoming a part of  the ambience sound of  the game, manipulating the frequency 

content in a reverb could change a players perceived emotion. 

Research question 
Does changing the frequency content in a reverb affect the perceived emotion in a 

video-game? 
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Aim and purpose 
The aim with this study is to research if  players can perceive different emotions in a 

video-game, depending on the spectral signature in a reverb. It will also show if  a reverb in a 

video-game can have an effect on a players perceived emotion at all. If  they do, the results 

will suggest a designing technique whereby altering frequency content is likely to alter 

perceived emotion. Ideally, sound designers working in video-game development can use the 

results from this research and apply it to their work, enabling them to further enhance the 

perceived emotion in a video-game with the help of  the right kind of  reverb parameters. 
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Method 
The main part of  the study was an experiment. Twenty subjects got to play a video-

game level and answer a questionnaire. The subjects were all students at Luleå University of  

Technology, from different music and media programmes. 

The game-level 
The game-level was created in the game-engine Unity, version 2018.3.0f2 (Unity 

Technologies, 2019). The level was built with commercially available assets from the Unity 

asset store. Two churches were placed in a forest/meadow like environment.  They were 

placed a short distance apart, and were 

connected by a gravel path. Churches were 

used because most players have some prior 

familiarity with the acoustical properties of  

a church. Churches are also somewhat 

neutral emotionally, being a place where 

both weddings and funerals can be held. So, 

a certain setting, or additional cues are 

needed to create a mood. The churches 

were visually identical. To enter them, the subjects had to open a large door. Inside the 

churches were interactive objects, including books, cabinets, bookshelf  and a piano. See 

appendix A for higher resolution screenshots. The level was played from a first-person 

perspective. There was no physical model of  the avatar, so no body could be seen by the 

subjects. There was a slight bobbing on the camera, to simulate a head movement while 

walking. A round crosshair was added in the middle of  the screen to help subjects with their 

aiming when interacting with objects. 

The sound design in the game-level consisted of  ambience, footsteps, interactive sounds, 

and a reverb for each church. The sound-design was approached as if  it had been a 

commercial game, with the exception of  keeping it as emotionally neutral as possible. The 

ambiences, one for the outside environment and one for the inside of  the churches, were 

created with a plugin called AudioWind (Le Sound, 2019). The footsteps, which included 

gravel, grass, concrete, and wood, were from a sound library by BoomLibrary (2019). The 

leather shoes library was used. For each surface, a total of  sixteen different sound assets was 

used for the footsteps, fifteen different shoe-scuffs when jumping, and four different landings. 
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Figure 1 - screenshot outside the churches



All the interactive sounds were recorded by the author, except for the piano which was 

recored with a plugin called Soft Piano. (LABS, 2019). The interactive sounds included six 

different book pickups. For the book impacts, a system was set up that played different assets 

depending of  the force of  the impact. Eight light, four medium, and six heavy sound assets 

were used. For the piano, the notes A3, A4, A5, and A6 were used. Single notes were chosen, 

as anything that suggested harmonic relationships or scales might have emotional value.  

All the implementation of  the sound design in the game-level was done with FMOD 

(Firelight Technologies, 2019), which includes both the reverbs and equalizers. As mentioned 

in the background, FMOD provides greater control of  the audio implementation. The reverb 

was a parametric reverb, using FMOD’s built in ”Stone Room” preset. Among the presets in 

FMOD, this was the one that fit the visuals best according to the author. In this preset, the 

RT60 time was 2,3 seconds. The delay for the early reflections was 12 milliseconds, while the 

delay for the late reflections was set to 17 milliseconds. Full reverb settings can be found in 

appendix B. To change the frequency content of  the reverbs, an equalizer was applied after 

each reverb. Like in Hammarströms (2015) research, one reverb focused on lower frequenices, 

while the other focused on higher frequencies. The left church had a low cut shelf  filter from 

400 Hz, -4 dB of  gain, and a 12 dB/octave slope, and a high boost shelf  filter from 4000 Hz, 

+8 dB of  gain, and a 12 dB/octave slope. The right church had a low boost shelf  filter from 

400 Hz, +8 dB of  gain, and a 12 dB/octave slope, and a high cut shelf  filter from 4000 Hz, 

-4 dB of  gain, and a 12db/octave slope. Figures 3 and 4 shows a -12 dBFS frequency sweep, 
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Figure 2 - screenshot inside a church



between 20 Hz and 20000 Hz, that was fed into the reverbs, which was then analyzed using 

iZotope Insight (Izotope, 2018) 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Figure 3 - spectral analysis of  left church

Figure 4 - spectral analysis of  right church



Pre-study 
Before the main part of  the study, a pre-study was done with four subjects. They were 

all third-year students of  the Audio Engineering program at Luleå University of  Technology, 

and they had all taken a game-audio course on said program. The pre-study subjects got to 

play the game-level, follow some instructions, answer some questions, and then test the 

questionnaire. The pre-studies were conducted in the same room as the main study, with the 

same computer and same listening environment. This will be explained in detail later. They 

knew the purpose of  the research. 

First of  all, they were told to explore the level and set a, what seemed to them, suitable 

listening volume for the game-level. No reverb was present at the time. The average of  their 

answers was then used as the listening volume in the main experiment. They were then 

instructed to set a suitable level for the reverb return in each church, so that both reverbs sat 

well in the overall mix. Again, the averages from their answers were used as the set levels in 

the main experiment. After setting the levels, they were asked if  they had any thoughts or 

comments about the sound-design or the mix. Their answers included; gravel footsteps being 

to loud, a lowpass filter applied on the concrete footsteps while walking on a carpet didn’t feel 

right, the indoor ambience track was to quiet, and most notably: there wasn’t much notable 

difference between the reverbs. Initial equalizer parameters were a boost of  6 dB and a cut of  

3 dB for each filter. After this pre-study, and discussing it with the authors supervisor, this was 

changed to a boost of  8 dB and a cut of  4 dB. The other comments were also addressed. A 

slight low boost was also added to the concrete footsteps, to better help excite the reverb in 

the right church. They were asked if  they thought the visuals made them perceive any 

particular emotion. Two subjects thought it was neutral, while the other two thought it was 

slightly leaning to a positive emotion. Nothing was changed in the visuals. Next, they were 

asked about the same thing but regarding the sound design. All four thought that the sound 

design felt neutral. They were then asked if  they thought the reverbs fit the visuals. All four 

thought that both reverbs fit with the visuals. After these questions, they got to fill out the 

questionnaire, to see if  it was easy to understand. The questionnaire will be explained in the 

next section, but the term ”energy” was changed to ”intensity”, and an example was added to 

help subjects comprehend the alternatives when answering. This was done because three out 

of  the four pre-study subjects had trouble understanding the question. Lastly, they were asked 

if  they had any other comments. One subject felt that the distance between the churches was 

too long, so that was shortened. 
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The experiment 
When starting the experiment, the subjects were instructed to sit down in front of  the 

computer, a Dell Precision Tower 3620 with two Dell 2415Q 24” screens. It was explained to 

them that they had instructions to read, and a questionnaire to fill out. These can be found in 

appendix C and D. These were shown on the author’s personal laptop and were present 

during the whole experiment. The laptop was positioned next to screen of  the computer 

running the game. They were told that they could fill out the questionnaire while playing, or 

when they felt that they were done playing. The questionnaire was presented as a Google 

form. They were also told that if  they had any questions or wished to cancel, they just had to 

step outside of  the room and talk to the author.  

The instructions told them that the purpose of  the test was to examine how sound can 

affect the perceived emotion in a video-game, but it did not mention the reverb. The 

instructions stated that they were to freely explore the two churches that would be in front of  

them, that there was no gameplay related objective to be completed, and that there was no 

time restriction. Half  of  the subjects were told to start in the left church, and the other half  to 

start in the right church. While they were given a specific church to start in, they could then 

walk between them as they felt like. The instructions also explained the controls needed to 

play the level, as well as pointing out some objects that they could interact with, such as 

playing on a piano or picking up and dropping books. After they felt that they were done and 

had filled out the questionnaire, they were instructed to send it in and leave the room. They 

got a chocolate ball as thanks for their participation. 

The questionnaire had some demographic questions first: were they trained listeners, on 

average how often do they play video-games in a week, and what is their usual listening 

environment when playing video-games. They then got to, for each church, fill out which out 

of  five alternatives best described the perceived emotion in the church. Instead of  suggesting 

specific words to describe the emotion, which might have different associations to different 

subjects, these alternatives were:  

• low intensity, positive 

• high intensity, positive 

• low intensity, negative 

• high intensity, negative 

• neutral 
They were given an example of  the emotion wrath being ”high intensity, negative”, to help 
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them comprehend the alternatives. After choosing, they got to freely describe the perceived 

emotion in each church with their own words. 

The test was conducted in room L118 at Piteå Musikhögskola. It is a small room with 

just a desk, two chairs, and the computer and screens mentioned earlier. The computer was 

running Windows 10. Only one screen was used to view the game. The room was well lit, and 

the subjects were alone in the room while doing the test. To run the test, an executable build 

of  the game was used. The subjects used a mouse and keyboard to navigate the game. For 

listening, a pair of  Audio-Technica ATH-M50x headphones were used. The volume setting 

was fixed with the average level from the pre-study and could not be changed. Their playing 

of  the level was also screen-captured. 

Demographics 
Out of  twenty subjects, eighteen were trained listeners, while two were not. All the 

subjects completed the test successfully. As seen in figure 5, most participants answered that 

they on average play more than three hours per week. 

As seen in figure 6, most participants used headphones when playing video-games. 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Results and analysis 
Sixteen out of  the twenty subjects changed their perceived emotion between the two 

churches. 

As seen in table 1, a chi-square goodness of  fit test was done to see if  this was 

statistically significant. The result show that the p-value is less than 0,05, and is therefore 

statistically significant. The chi-square test was done with the built in function in Numbers 

(Apple, 2019) 

Quantitive data 
The quantitive data will be split into the left and right church. The quantitive data is 

collected from the subjects choice of  perceived emotion for each church, when they were 

asked to choose one for each church in the questionnaire. Figure 7 contains the data for the 

left church, and figure 8 contains the data for the right church. Low and high intensity have 

been grouped together for each emotion.  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Table 1 - chi-square test, changed perceived emotion

Perceived emotion Observed Expected

Changed 16 10

Same 4 10

P-value 0,00729035809153566

≈ 0,007
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To see of  the if  the test subjects associating an emotion to a certain church was 

statistically significant, a chi-square test was used. For the left church, eleven answered that it 

was perceived as positive, seven that it was perceived as negative, and two as neutral. Doing a 

goodness of  fit chi-square test gives the p-value 0,047, which makes the answer that the left 

church is perceived as positive statistically significant. The chi-square test was done with the 

built in function in Numbers (Apple, 2019) 

For the right church, seven answered that it was perceived as positive, ten as negative 

and three as neutral. Doing the same kind of  test again, we get the p-value 0,16, which makes  

it not statistically significant. 

In table 2, we can see the variables used to do the chi-square tests. The question we 

want the answer to is ”did the subjects perceive a positive or negative emotion?”. The null-

hypothesis in this test states that choosing an emotion was no better than random chance. 

Had the choices been random, there had been a one in three chance to pick one of  the 

emotions, which is 6,67 in decimal form and rounded. Thus, we can reject the null-hypothesis 

for the left church choices, but not the right church. 

The perceived intensity of  emotion is overall higher in the right church than in the left. 

Half  of  the subjects perceiving the right church as negative thought it was with a high 

intensity, and four out of  seven of  the subjects perceiving it as positive. Only a total of  five 

subjects perceived the left church as high intensity, three of  them positive, and two negative. 
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Perceived Emotion 
Left church

Observe
d

Expected Perceived Emotion 
Right church

Observed Expected

Positive 11 6,67 Positive 7 6,67

Negative 7 6,67 Negative 10 6,67

Neutral 2 6,67 Neutral 3 6,67

P-value 0,0474310471816807 P-value 0,157382211968752

≈ 0,047 ≈ 0,16

Table 2 - chi-square test, perceived emotion



Qualitative data, left church 
Presented first is a selection of  comments by the subjects when asked to describe the 

perceived feeling for each church freely in the questionnaire. These are translated by the 

author from Swedish. All the qualitative data can be found in appendix E, in Swedish.  

Following the comments are a summary of  reoccurring descriptive words and concepts. The 

left church had a high boost and a low cut on the reverb. 

As seen below, the qualitative descriptions varied. 

”Airy, light, happy, positive feeling.” - Subject 1 

”Happy and bright.” - Subject 6 

”Calm and peaceful.” - Subject 16 

”Lighthearted. Like your actions aren’t of  any great importance, and that you in the church doesn’t have 

to feel threatened or stressed. You feel welcome, and there’s nothing that’s suggesting that you should be worrying 

about anything negative happening.” - Subject 17 

”I perceive the left church as cold and uninviting. I experienced the sounds as containing more treble in the 

reverb which gave a certain jarring feeling which made it feel cold and uninviting.” - Subject 13 

Of  the eleven subjects that answered that the left church was perceived as positive 

(whether high or low energy), four used the word ”calm” to describe the left church. Other 

used similar descriptions such as ”lighthearted” or ”lighter feeling”. Three used the word 

”positive”, and two used the word ”happy”. ”Brighter” was used by one subject, and another 

said that ”the reverb felt as if  it had less bass”. 

Of  the seven subjects that answered that the left church was perceived as negative, one 

used ”calm”. Two mention unpleasantness, one describe it as a ”slight unpleasant feeling”, 

and the other as ”unpleasant impression.” Two shared the same negative concept. They 

described it as: ”sinister”, ”eerie”, ”cutting”, and ”uninviting”. Two mention intensity, one 

described it as ”less intense” while the other described it as having a ”more intense ”in your 

face” feeling”. Two subjects mentioned treble, one described the reverb as having more treble, 

and the other as the sound overall as having more treble. 
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The two subjects who perceived the left church as neutral described it as ”natural, no 

particular emotion” and ”believable”. 

To help show this graphically, figure 9 will show the same bar chart as in figure 7, but 

with a selection of  descriptive words that was paired with the chosen perceived emotion 

under each bar. 
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Positive Negative Neutral

Low intensity High intensity

calm
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Qualitative data, right church 
Presented first is a selection of  comments by the subjects when asked to describe the 

perceived feeling in the church freely in the questionnaire. These are translated by the author 

from Swedish. All the qualitative data can be found in appendix E, in Swedish. Following the 

comments are a summary of  reoccurring descriptive words and concepts. 

”Scary, haunted, close to something dangerous, something is gonna happen at any moment.” - Subject 9 

”A bit dark mood and gloomy.” - Subject 6 

”Calm and mysterious.” - Subject 16 

”The audio feels like it’s in a lower register, more echo, feels a bit more ”spooky”, like an abandoned 

church.” - Subject 19 

”Both the left and the right church sounded very alike in my opinion. Thought there was something 

different but couldn’t really put my finger on what it was. Regardless there was nothing that I thought 

influenced my experience neither negatively or positively.” - Subject 7 

Of  the ten subjects who perceived the right church as negative, two used the word 

”dark”. Two subjects described it as ”unpleasant”, and two others as ”gloomy”. There are no 

other reoccurring words. Two subjects describe it as: ”haunted” and ”dark”. All the 

mentioned so far follow the same negative concept. ”Calm” was used once when the subject 

perceived the church as negative. 

Of  the seven subjects who perceived the right church as positive, no reoccurring words 

were used, but some concepts can be seen. Three subjects described it as ”warmer”, ”softer”, 

and ”darker”. Two subjects described it as ”bigger”. ”Mysterious” and ”spooky” were used by 

two others. ”Calm” was used once. 

The three who perceived the right church as neutral described it as ”believable”, 

”correct in relation to the visuals”, and ”replicated the reverb of  a real-life church.” 

As before, figure 10 will show the same bar chart as in figure 8, but with a selection of  

descriptive words under each bar. 
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Looking at the qualitative positive data from each church, the left church is more often 

described with emotional words, while the right church is described with spectral attributes, 

instead of  using emotionally charged words. Some of  the negative data was similar between 

the churches. ”Unpleasant” was used to describe both churches, and there is a recurring 

concept of  negative emotion used to describe both churches. However, the number of  

subjects using this kind of  descriptive concept was fairly low. The negative words used for the 

right church have more intensity than the words used to describe the left church, which also 

reflects the quantitive data. 

The subjects who perceived the churches as neutral all mentioned believability or 

realism. 
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Figure 10 - perceived emotion, right church, with corresponding words

Positive Negative Neutral

Low intensity High intensity
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Emotions aside, looking at the collected qualitative data, the left church is perceived as 

having more treble, having less echo and being smaller than the right church. While the right 

church is perceived as bigger and having more echo, as well as having more bass.  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Discussion 
Looking back at the research question; ”Does changing the frequency content of  a 

reverb affect perceived emotion in a video-game?”, the answer when looking at the data 

seems to be yes. The left church is mostly perceived as being positive, and the right church is 

mostly perceived as being negative. No hypothesis regarding which church would be 

attributed with which perceived emotion was officially stated before the experiment. 

Regardless, these findings falls in line with earlier research done by others, where brighter 

sounds came across as more positive, and darker sounds as more negative. Hammarström 

(2015) is one example of  such earlier research., where emotional content can be perceived in 

a game’s sound design. Also, sixteen out of  twenty changed their perceived emotion between 

the churches, which suggests that they noticed a difference. Only the left church quantitive 

data was statistically significant, however.  

The purpose with the research was to give sound designers a technique to help heighten 

the perceived emotion in a video-game, and the data suggests that a high boost and low cut 

on a reverb will make the perceived emotion more positive. It should be noted that in a real 

video-game, the reverb is rarely - or never - the sole conveyer of  emotion. Everything from 

lightning, to voice acting, to music, has an impact on the perceived emotion in players. In this 

experiment, extra care was taken to make sure that the visuals and sound design was as 

emotionally neutral as possible. Thus, this technique should be one of  many used by a sound 

designer, and not something to solely rely on. 

Some subjects felt that the high frequency content wasn’t positive, or the low frequency 

content not negative, suggesting that while a pattern is seen, personal preference is still a part 

of  the perceived emotion. For example, one subject that was quoted earlier felt that the 

increased treble in the left church gave a jarring feeling. Another perceived the right church as 

”warmer”, and in turn thought that was positive. 

Two churches were chosen because of  their large size, and thus long reverb, as well as 

being somewhat emotionally neutral. They most often require context to associate to an 

emotion, where, for example a wedding would be positive and a funeral negative. As there 

was no event happening of  any of  the churches, it would hopefully be perceived as neutral. 

However, the subjects might associate churches to previous experience. Perhaps they’ve just 

recently been to a funeral, or have only been to churches when there was a wedding. 

 While only the choice of  the left church had statistically significant quantitive data, half  

the subjects still thought that the right church was perceived as negative. The right church 
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data not being statistically significant might be because of  subjects not fully understanding the 

low/high intensity, positive/negative part of  the questionnaire. It was meant as an easier 

interpretation of  valence and arousal, that Grimshaw et al.(2008) used in their study. This was 

something that was first addressed in the pre-study, as mentioned earlier, and it was also 

discussed between the author and supervisor. It might’ve been difficult to interpret the 

different choices. Looking at the qualitative data of  the four subjects who perceived the right 

church as ”high intensity, positive”, two still described it as ”spooky, like an abandoned 

church” and ”a bit more unpleasant”. These subjects perceived emotion and qualitative data 

for the left church is more coherent, so it not immediately apparent what might have changed 

in their interpretation of  the instructions. They might think games that make them perceive 

those kinds of  emotions are fun to play, and thus associate it with a positive emotion. A 

demographic question about the subjects favorite genre might have helped shed some light on 

this, and would’ve been interesting to have nevertheless. 

There are some other methodological critiques to be addressed. Subjects might have 

come to the experiment already associating churches as either positive or negative, in relation 

to previous, personal experience. Subjects might have had trouble interpreting the choices for 

the quantitive data. Having a set choice of  different, more easily interpretable, emotions was 

discussed in the early stages of  the study. Subjects might also enjoy playing horror/scary 

games, and thus associate negative emotions in a game as enjoyable, and in turn positive. A 

set listening volume was used for the experiment, subjects could not change the level of  the 

audio. This was to ensure that all the subjects had the same prerequisites when doing the 

experiment. Having a set listening volume might be a problem if  any of  the subjects had any 

kind of  hearing impairment, or if  they had sensitive hearing. Perhaps they wouldn’t be able to 

hear the reverb, or they would perceive the game as too loud and thus negative. While the 

number of  subjects the author felt was required was met, having more could’ve been better 

for the study, as more data would make it easier to find patterns and concepts. Subjects were 

told that the subject of  the study was sounds effect on perceived emotion. This was done 

because the author wanted the subjects to listen carefully and see if  they could perceive any 

difference, as reverb can be subtle. It can be argued that while playing video-games, most 

players don’t listen that carefully to the audio. Seeing as there was no specific gameplay 

objective to complete either, it wasn’t a real game experience. 
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Future research 
Future research on this subject could be to test other architectural spaces and their 

reverbs. It would be interesting to see if  similar results could be had from a smaller space with 

a shorter reverb. Having a more gameplay oriented test, where subjects don’t know about the 

purpose would be really interesting, as that would show if  the subjects can perceive a 

difference subconsciously as well. Also, in this study, extra care was taken to ensure emotional 

neutrality of  both the visual- and sound design, but researching whether reverb has the ability 

to turn an otherwise negative scene positive, or vice versa, would be interesting. 

Conclusion 
This study has researched if  reverb can affect the perceived emotion in a player while 

playing video-games. An experiment was conducted, where subjects would freely explore two 

identical churches. One church had a high boost and low cut on the reverb, and the other had 

a high cut and low boost. Twenty subjects participated in the study, and got to answer 

questions regarding perceived emotion for each church. Results show that the church with the 

high boost and low cut was perceived as more positive.  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2019-04-03 Lyssningstest

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1cGYP3GumrKRmSqGDbQADlhjL_F7vw1AKInlfJP60Brw/edit 2/2

Tillhandahålls av

5. För den vänstra kyrkan, beskriv den upplevda känslan med egna ord. *
 

 

 

 

 

6. För den högra kyrkan, välj det alternativ som beskriver den upplevda känslan bäst. *
Markera endast en oval.

 Låg intensitet, positiv

 Hög intensitet, positiv

 Låg intensitet, negativ

 Hög intensitet, negativ

 Neutral

7. För den högra kyrkan, beskriv den upplevda känslan med egna ord. *
 

 

 

 

 

Tack för din medverkan!



Appendix B - reverb settings in FMOD (2019) 

Appendix C - instructions 
Tack för din medverkan i detta lyssningstest! Du ska få undersöka hur ljud kan påverka 

den upplevda känslan i ett TV-spel. När du startar kommer du att se två kyrkor, och dessa ska 

du undersöka. Börja med att gå in i den vänstra. Utrymmet mellan kyrkorna är inte viktigt 

för testet. 

Du får fritt undersöka kyrkorna, och även om du ska börja i en specifik så får du gå 

mellan dem hur du vill. Det finns ingen särskild uppgift att slutföra. 

Det mesta går att interagera med för att framkalla ljud, och mindre föremål går att 

plocka upp.  
Till exempel:  
Små böcker och papper går att plocka upp - vänsterklicka och håll in.  
Alla hyllor och skåp går att klicka på.  
Pianot går att klicka på. 

Du får fylla i formuläret under testets gång, eller när du känner dig klar med att 

undersöka. Du har ingen tidsbegränsning, så ta den tid du behöver. När du är helt färdig 

skickar du in formuläret och går ut. Har du frågor eller behöver avbryta är det bara att gå ut 

och säga till testledaren. 

Kontroller 

W, A, S och D - för att flytta karaktären 

Mellanslag - för att hoppa 

Shift - håll in för att springa 

E - för att öppna dörrar 

Vänster musklick - interagera med föremål. Håll in för att plocka upp föremål.  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Appendix D - questionnaire 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2019-04-03 Lyssningstest

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1cGYP3GumrKRmSqGDbQADlhjL_F7vw1AKInlfJP60Brw/edit 1/2

Lyssningstest
Upplevd känsla i ett TVspel.

*Obligatorisk

1. Är du tränad i att lyssna på musik och/eller ljud? *
Markera endast en oval.

 Ja

 Nej

2. Ungefär hur mycket spelar du i veckan? *
Markera endast en oval.

 Mindre än 1 timme

 12 timmar

 23 timmar

 34 timmar

 56 timmar

 Mer än 6 timmar

3. Vad brukar du lyssna genom när du spelar? *
Markera endast en oval.

 TVhögtalare

 Datorhögtalare

 Soundbar

 Hemmabiosystem

 Hörlurar, konsument

 Hörlurar, gaming

 Hörlurar, studio

 Studiomonitorer

 Övrigt: 

4. För den vänstra kyrkan, välj det alternativ som beskriver den upplevda känslan bäst. Som
exempel kan "hög intensitet, negativ" vara vrede. *
Markera endast en oval.

 Låg intensitet, positiv

 Hög intensitet, positiv

 Låg intensitet, negativ

 Hög intensitet, negativ

 Neutral



Appendix E - Qualitative data, subjects 1-10  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Sub
ject

För den vänstra kyrkan, beskriv den upplevda 
känslan med egna ord.

För den högra kyrkan, beskriv den upplevda känslan med egna 
ord.

1 Luftig, lätt, glad, positiv känsla Kompakt och mer intensiv än den vänstra, fylligare och mörkare

2 Kändes som att det var mindre eko i stegen. Den högra kyrkan kändes "större" då ljudet hade lite mer reverb och 
kändes som att det hade mer djup.

3 Relativt neutral miljö men klangen kanske var något 
svag vilket ledde till att rummet upplevdes mindre och 
därav mindre intensivt.

Återigen en relativt neutral miljö men med mer upplevd efterklang. 
Rummet upplevs som större och, enligt mig, lite mer obehaglig. Lite 
som att man inte vet vad som väntar vilket bidrog till en högre 
intensitet och den högra kyrkan var mer fängslande.

4 Det kändes naturligt, ingen särskild känsla Det kändes lite mörkt och obehagligt

5 Väldigt lyhört, alltså att allt som man rör vid (och när 
man går runt) låter väldigt mycket. Skulle kanske inte 
direkt säga att det är en negativ känsla, men definitivt 
mer negativ än positiv. Jag får ett lite obehagligt 
intryck. Mer diskant i efterklangen är märkbart (mer än 
den högra), och detta tycker jag påminner om just en 
kyrka eller en grotta. Det låter som ett stort utrymme 
gjort av ett hårt material, t.ex. sten.

Mer positivt intryck än den vänstra, men kanske inte direkt positiv 
heller. Jag upplever att det är lite mindre diskant, vilket gör att jag 
inte tycker att det är lika "negativt" som i den vänstra. Utrymmet 
känns inte heller lika obehagligt som den vänstra kyrkan, och det 
låter inte som att det är ett lika hårt material heller. jag upplever dock 
att skillnaden är ganska subtil, men att den vänstra kyrkan ändå ger 
ett starkare helhetsintryck än den högra.

6 glad och ljus lite mörk stämning och dystert

7 Upplevde inget speciellt, tyckte det lät trovärdigt. Både den vänstra och den högra kyrkan lät väldigt lika tyckte jag. 
Tyckte det var nånting som var annorlunda men kunde inte riktigt 
sätta fingret på vad det var. Oavsett så var det inget som jag tyckte 
påverkade minupplevelse varken negativt eller positivt.

8 lugn spänning. Typ som att rummet innehöll en boss, 
men inte längre

Tryckande spänning, typ att rummet är fullt av fiender

9 Olycksbådande, tillbakadraget, kusligt, tomhet. Skrämmande, hemsökt, nära till något farligt, något kommer att 
hända närsomhelst.

10 Jag upplevde att det var en mer intensiv "in your 
face" feeling när jag aktiverade saker i den högra 
kyrkan. Väldigt torrt och hårt överlag.

Jag upplevde den högra kyrkan som "varmare" och med ett mjukare 
eko som gjorde att det inte kändes lika hårt som i den vänstra.



Appendix E - Qualitative data, subjects 11-20
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Sub
ject

För den vänstra kyrkan, beskriv den upplevda 
känslan med egna ord.

För den högra kyrkan, beskriv den upplevda känslan med egna 
ord.

11 Det finns en störljud i hörlurarna som antagligen inte 
hör till spelet. När en rör vid vissa av föremålen 
uppkommer ett typ sugande ljud som märktes 
tydligast i boken där en "vänder blad". Vissa saker 
känns inte trovärdiga, tex skåpen. Pianot känns 
däremot väldigt trovärdigt. Känns generellt lite tomt.

Det finns ett störljud i högtalarna som antagligen inte tillhör spelet. 
Gillar rumskänslan från fotstegen inne i kyrkan. känns väldigt 
trovärdigt för den givna miljön. Gillar hur det låter när en rör på sig. 
Men blir annars väldigt tyst inne i båda kyrkorna. Samma gällande 
föremålsljuden gäller här. Generellt känns det lite tomt.

12 Får en lättare känsla i denna kyrka än den högra. Jag 
upplever att det är en "brightare" klang i denna kyrka, 
speciellt när man släpper böckerna på golvet. Jag 
upplever att pianot låter likadant.

Mycket bra rumskänsla. När man tappar boken på golvet låter det 
väldigt realistiskt. Skåpen låter härligt knarriga. Pianot skulle behöva 
mer rumsklang, låter som att det är en annan rumseffekt. Det är 
mycket basfrekvenser när böckerna nuddar golvet vilket skapar en 
mörk och dyster känsla.

13 Jag upplever den vänstra kyrkan kall och 
oinbjudande. Jag upplevde ljuden mer diskantrika i 
sin efterklang vilket gav en viss skärande känsla som 
gjorde att den kändes kall och oinbjudande.

Jag upplevde att den högra kyrkan återgav efterklangen som en 
kyrka i verkliga livet skulle låta.

14 Lugn Lite för stor för att vara själv i

15 Ljuden känns närmre och basigare, men efterklangen 
känns mer basfattig än högra. Den nära proximiteten 
ger intensivitet, den baslätta efterklangen ger en 
positiv känsla.

Kyrkan upplevs mer korrekt i förhållande till bild. Inte lika intensivt 
"plockljud" som vänstra, särskilt på papprena. Efterklangen är 
basigare än vänstra, men den känns inte negativ pga den stämmer 
med hur jag upplever att en kyrka ska låta.

16 Lugn och fridfull Lugn och mystisk

17 Lättsamhet. Som att ens agerande inte har någon 
större vikt, och att man i kyrkan inte behöver känna 
sig hotad eller känna någon stress. Man känner sig 
välkommen, och det finns ingenting som säger att 
man behöver vara orolig för att någonting negativt ska 
hända.

Ljudet av ens agerande känns tyngre, och det känns som att de 
saker man gör kan ge negativa konsekvenser. Det känns som att det 
finns en liten spänning i luften, som att man befinner sig någonstans 
där man inte ska.

18 Lugn kombinerat med en lätt obehagskänsla Lugn kombinerat med en lätt obehagskänsla

19 stort, mycket eko, känns som en kyrka i en liten by 
liksom

ljudet känns som det ligger i en lägre register, mer eko, kanns lite 
mer "spooky", som en abandoned church

20 Rogivande. Lugn. Stort. Positiv koppling. Dunkel känsla. Mer stress. Känns nästan iaktagen. Paranoid.
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